Frazer Lockhart assumed the position of Department of Energy Manager for the Rocky Flats Field Office in October 2003. Lockhart has been instrumental in the acceleration of cleanup at Rocky Flats for more than a decade, embracing the vision and changes at Rocky Flats. He has held multiple assignments in building operations, closure project management, strategic planning, and environmental remediation. Lockhart’s reassignment was part of the Department’s environmental management program to strengthen and streamline site cleanup and closure.

Prior to joining the Department of Energy, Lockhart worked at Fitzsimons Army Medical Center. Lockhart holds a bachelor of science degree in Mining Engineering from Colorado School of Mines and a master of science degree in Engineering Management from the University of Missouri. In addition, Lockhart continues to serve as a member of the U.S. Army Reserves.

Lockhart resides in Evergreen Colo. with his wife, Betsy, and children, Frazer K. and Kathleen. He volunteers his time as a scout leader and sings in the church choir.